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We use numerical simulations to investigate the effect that different models of energy dissipation have
on the rheology of soft-core frictionless disks, below jamming in two dimensions. We find that it is not
necessarily the mass of the particles that determines whether a system has Bagnoldian or Newtonian
rheology, but rather the presence or absence of large connected clusters of particles. We demonstrate the
key role that tangential dissipation plays in the formation of such clusters and in several models find a
transition from Bagnoldian to Newtonian rheology as the packing fraction ! is varied. For each model, we
show that appropriately scaled rheology curves approach a well defined limit as the mass of the particles
decreases and collisions become strongly inelastic.
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Many seemingly disparate physical systems, such as
granular materials, foams, emulsions, and suspensions,
have been modeled in terms of soft-core interacting
particles in an athermal limit. Such a common description
has led to the prediction of common physical behaviors,
notably the jamming transition from a liquidlike state to a
rigid but disordered solid [1–3]. Of particular interest has
been the behavior of such systems under a steady shear
strain rate _" [4–7]. Below jamming, granular particles
are usually described by Bagnoldian rheology [8–11]
with pressure p and shear stress # scaling ! _"2 at low
_". However, foams and emulsions are found to obey
Newtonian rheology [7,12–14] with p, # ! _" at low _". It is,
therefore, important to understand what are the essential
features of the microscopic interactions that lead to one
rheology or the other.
Here, we consider within a unified framework the effect

that different, commonly used, models of energy dissipa-
tion have on the rheology of soft-core frictionless disks,
below jamming in two dimensions (2D). We find that it is
not necessarily the mass of the particles that determines
whether a system has Bagnoldian or Newtonian rheology
but rather the absence or presence of large connected
clusters of particles. For Bagnoldian rheology we find, even
in the dense limit, that as _" ! 0 the average contact number
z ! 0 and there are no instantaneous force chains. In
contrast, Newtonian rheology requires the formation of
large connected clusters of particles, with extended force
chains as jamming is approached. We demonstrate the key
role that tangential dissipation plays in the formation of
such clusters and in several models find a sharp transition
from Bagnoldian to Newtonian rheology as the packing
fraction ! is varied. For each model, we show that
appropriately scaled rheology curves approach a well
defined limit as the mass of the particles decreases and
collisions become strongly inelastic.

Our soft-core model is as follows. We take the elastic
force on a particle at position ri due to its contact with a
particle at rj to be

felij ! "ke
dV"jrijj=dij#

dri
; rij ! ri " rj: (1)

Here, dij ! "di $ dj#=2 is the average diameter of the two
particles, V"x# is a dimensionless soft-core interaction
potential with V"x# ! 0 for x > 1, and ke is the coupling
that sets the energy scale of the interaction.
For the dissipative force, we consider several different

models. In the “reservoir dissipation” (RD) model, a
particle with center of mass velocity vi ! _ri decays to
the average shear flow velocity. For uniform shear flow in
the x direction, we have

fdisi ! "kd%vi " _"yix̂& for model RD. (2)

In the “contact dissipation” (CD) model, we assume
dissipation is due to binary collisions between particles.
We take the force on particle i due to contact with particle j
to be

fdisij ! "kd%vi " vj& for model CD. (3)

We also consider the model CDn in which dissipation is due
only to the velocity difference in the direction normal to the
point of contact,

fdisij ! "kd%"vi " vj# · r̂ij&r̂ij for model CDn: (4)

For theoretical completeness, we also consider the model
CDt,
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fdisij ! "kd%"vi " vj# · t̂ij&t̂ij for model CDt; (5)

where t̂ij ! ẑ ! r̂ij is tangent to the point of contact.
CDn is typically used in models of massive dry granular

particles [15]. CD was introduced by Durian [12] to
describe the viscous interaction between massless foam
bubbles. In that context, Durian also introduced RD as
a mean-field approximation to CD [12,16], in which the
instantaneous velocity vj is replaced by its ensemble
average _"yjx̂. However, RD can also be considered as a
model for particles embedded in a uniformly sheared host
medium, where dissipation is between the particles and
the degrees of freedom that comprise the host, such as the
Stokes drag on a particle in a fluid. Both CD and RD may
be used to model massive particles in emulsions and
suspensions [17].
To model a uniform shear flow, we use Lees-Edwards

boundary conditions [18]. It is convenient to define the
“lab frame” coordinates ri in terms of “shear frame”
coordinates (xi, yi) that obey periodic boundary conditions
ri ! "xi $ "yi; yi#, where " ! _"t is the total shear strain in
time t. The equations of motion for a particle of mass mi
can then be written as

mi" !xi $ 2_" _yi# ! "fix " "fiy#; mi !yi ! fiy; (6)

where fi ! feli $ fdisi is the total force on the particle.
Generalizing the work of Lemaître et al. [19], who

considered only hard-core particles, we now cast our
equation of motion into dimensionless form. We take ds
andms, the diameter and mass of our small particles, as our
unit of length and mass and 1=_" as our unit of time.
Important time scales in the problem are the elastic and
dissipative relaxation times

$e !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
msd2s=ke

q
; $d !ms=kd (7)

as well as the time

$0 ! $2e=$d ! kdd2s=ke; (8)

which is independent of the mass scale ms. The degree of
elasticity of collisions is conveniently expressed in terms
of the ratio

Q! $d=$e !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
mske="k2dd2s#

q
! !!!!!!

ms
p

: (9)

For a harmonic elastic interaction, a head-on collision will
be totally inelastic (coefficient of restitution e ! 0) when
Q < 1

2 %msd2ij="m̄d2s#&1=2, where m̄ is the reduced mass of
the colliding particles [15].
The equations of motion for the dimensionless trajecto-

ries fXi""#; Yi""#g! fxi"t#=ds; yi"t#=dsg are then

%i"_"$e#2%X00
i $ 2Y 0

i& ! %Fel
ix " "Fel

iy& $ _"$0%Fdis
ix " "Fdis

iy &;

%i"_"$e#2Y 00
i ! Fel

iy $ _"$0Fdis
iy ; (10)

where %i !mi=ms, X0
i ! dXi=d". The dimensionless

forces are

Fel
i "fRig#! "ds=ke#feli "frig#;

Fdis
i "fR0

ig#! "1=kdds _"#fdisi "fvig#; (11)

where the dimensionless lab frame trajectories Ri ! "Xi $
"Yi; Yi# depend on the strain rate only though the dimen-
sionless strain parameters _"$e and _"$0 ! _"$e=Q.
To study the rheology, we are interested in the stress

tensor. Here, we consider only the elastic part pel, which
dominates over the kinetic and dissipative parts for all but
the largest _". Since pel ! L"DP

i<jf
el
ij # rij in D dimen-

sions [20], we can define a dimensionless stress tensor

Pel !
"
ds
L

#
DX

i<j

Fel
ij # Rij !

$2edD"2
s

ms
pel; (12)

where Rij !Ri "Rj. Pel thus depends only on the
dimensionless trajectories Ri""#, and so plotting the
pressure Pel ! 1

2 tr%P
el& vs _"$e, all models with the same

Q value will fall on the same curve, independent of the
specific values of ke, kd, andms. In particular, the hard-core
limit ke ! $, with kd %

!!!!!
ke

p
so that Q stays constant, will

also lie on the same curve. Since $e ! 0 in this limit, we
conclude that the hard-core limit may be inferred from soft-
core simulations, provided one looks at sufficiently small _".
In our simulations of the above four dissipative models,

we have observed two limiting forms of behavior: (i) the
“overdamped” limit, where the kinetic term is negligible
and the trajectories Ri""# are determined by the balance of
elastic and dissipative terms—here one has Newtonian
rheology at small _"; and (ii) the “inertial” limit, where the
dissipative term is negligible and the trajectories are
determined by the balance of elastic and kinetic terms—
here one has Bagnoldian rheology at small _".
(i) The overdamped limit results when the kinetic term in

Eq. (10) becomes negligible. We then have

Fel
i ! ""_"$0#Fdis

i ; (13)

and the dimensionless trajectories, thus, depend parametri-
cally only on the parameter _"$0. Assuming the trajectories
have a well defined limit as _" ! 0, then the leading
dependence of Fel

i on _", and so presumably the pairwise
contact forces Fel

ij and so also the stress tensor P
el, is ! _"$0,

and so one has Newtonian scaling. Deviations from
Newtonian scaling will occur at larger _" due to soft-core
effects; these become stronger and set in at lower _" as one
approaches the jamming !J. But the characteristic feature
of the overdamped limit is that curves of Pel, when plotted
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vs _"$0, will approach a common limiting curve for different
Q values. The dimensionless ~&p ! Pel="_"$0# approaches
a constant as _"$0 ! 0, giving the hard-core limit. The
pressure analog of viscosity is then p=_" ! kd ~&p.
(ii) The inertial limit results when the dissipative term

becomes negligible. Equation (10) then becomes

Fel
ix ! %i"_"$e#2%X00

i ""# $ 2Y 0
i""# $ "Y 00

i ""#&;
Fel
iy ! %i"_"$e#2Y 00

i ""#; (14)

and the dimensionless trajectories now depend parametri-
cally only on the parameter _"$e. The leading dependence of
Fel
i on _" and so the stress tensor Pel is ! "_"$e#2. One, thus,

has Bagnold scaling. Deviations from Bagnold scaling
will occur at larger _" due to soft-core effects; these become
stronger and set in at lower _" as one approaches the
jamming !J. But the characteristic feature of the inertial
limit is that curves of Pel, when plotted vs _"$e, will
approach a common limiting curve for different Q. The
dimensionless Bp ! Pel="_"$e#2 approaches a constant as
_"$e ! 0, giving the hard-core limit. The Bagnold coeffi-
cient for pressure is then pel=_"2 ! msBp.
We now present the results of our numerical simulations.

Our simulations are for N ! 1024 total disks in 2D, with
equal numbers of big and small particles with diameter ratio
db=ds ! 1.4 and ds ! 1 [20]. Finite size effects are
negligible for the range of parameters studied here.
Although the particles are of different size, we take them
to have equal mass mb ! ms !m. We simulate at fixed
packing fraction ! ! "'N=8L2#"d2s $ d2b#, where the sys-
tem area L2 is varied to achieve the desired ! value. We use
a harmonic interaction V"x# ! 1

2 "1 " x#2 for x < 1, with
fixed elastic coupling ke ! 1, and vary kd and ms to get
different values of Q. We integrate the equations of motion
(10) using a modified velocity-Verlet algorithm with a
Heun-like prestep to account for the velocity-dependent
acceleration. We shear to a total strain " % 0.5–50, depend-
ing on system parameters, collecting data only after the
system appears to be in steady state. Our main results for
the four different dissipative models are presented in Fig. 1,
where we plot the dimensionless pressure Pel vs the
dimensionless strain rate, _"$e or _"$0 (chosen according
to the behavior we find in each particular model), for a wide
range of Q. We show results for a dilute case ! ! 0.60 as
well as for a dense case ! ! 0.82 just below the jam-
ming !J & 0.843.
For model RD, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show Newtonian

rheology at small _". At small Q" 2, we see the over-
damped limit, with all data approaching a common limiting
curve over 9 orders of magnitude in _"$0, spanning the range
from Newtonian behavior at small _"$0 to non-Newtonian
soft-core behavior, with accompanying shear thinning
(slope < 1), as _"$0 increases; as ! increases, the onset
of this shear thinning moves to lower values of _"$0 as
expected. For larger Q, the curves approach the common

limiting curve as _"$0 ! 0. This is to be expected when the
dimensionless Fdis

i in Eq. (10) is at least as big as the
dimensionless kinetic factor R00

i ; then the kinetic term on
the left hand side of Eq. (10) becomes negligible compared
to the dissipative term on the right hand side, as _"$0 ! 0 for
any Q; one thus gets the overdamped limit. This suggests
that for RD the hard-core limit of ~&p is independent of Q
and, hence, of the mass ms. However, as _"$0 increases, we
see the onset of shear thickening (slope > 1) due to inertial
effects, as has been reported previously [21]. As Q
increases at fixed !, this shear thickening onset moves
to lower _"$0; at fixedQ it moves to lower _"$0 as ! increases.
The saturation of Pel at large _"$0 represents the limit where
particles have so much kinetic energy that the soft-core
particles are able to pass through each other.
For model CD, shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), behavior at

low Q appears qualitatively similar to that of RD; we are in
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FIG. 1 (color online). Dimensionless pressure Pel vs dimen-
sionless strain rate _"$0 or _"$e for different values of Q for the four
dissipative models of Eqs. (2)–(5). Left hand column is for
packing fraction ! ! 0.60; right hand column is for ! ! 0.82,
close below jamming. For each value of Q, several different
choices of ms and kd were used. Straight lines indicate algebraic
behaviors, with power law as indicated by the neighboring
number.
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the overdamped limit. In a separate work [22], we will
argue that the criticality of the jamming transition for CD is
the same as for RD as Q ! 0. However, as Q increases we
see a transition at Q' from Newtonian (%_") to Bagnoldian
(%_"2) rheology [23]. Comparing Fig. 1(c) with Fig. 1(d),
we see that Q' increases with increasing !.
For model CDn, Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show Bagnold

rheology at small _" for all values of Q. At low _"$e, we
see shear thickening, with a slope %2 > 1, but as _"$e
increases, we see a crossover to shear thinning (slope < 1)
due to soft-core effects. As ! increases, this departure from
Bagnold rheology moves to lower values of _"$e as
expected. In both Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), we see that the
inertial limit holds, with the data approaching a common
limiting curve over 7 orders of magnitude in _"$e, for a range
of small Q" 2, extending to larger Q as ! increases.
However, while our smallest Q ! 0.01 value agrees with
this limiting curve at small _"$e, it shows a clear departure
increasing towards larger values of Pel as _"$e increases.
Finally, our results for CDt are shown in Figs. 1(g)

and 1(h). Here we find Bagnoldian rheology and the inertial
limit, similar to model CDn, at the lower ! ! 0.60.
However, we find Newtonian rheology and the overdamped
limit at the denser ! ! 0.82, where behavior becomes very
similar to that of CD. Thus, in contrast to CD, where we
only find a transition from Newtonian to Bagnoldian
rheology at large Q where inertial effects become impor-
tant, for CDt we see such a transition as ! increases even
in the limit of Q ! 0, i.e., ms ! 0.
To help understand the origin of the different rheologies,

we note that for the collisional models CD, CDn, and CDt
the overdamped limit is associated with the formation of
large clusters of particles (for RD see the Supplemental
Material [24]). When the majority of particles cohere
together into clusters, particle accelerations become neg-
ligible and, hence, the kinetic term in the equation of
motion can be neglected. This connection is shown in Fig. 2
where we plot the average particle contact number z vs !,

for different values of the applied strain rate _". The inset to
each figure shows the fraction of states fp that contain a
percolating connected cluster of particles [25].
Figures 2(a)–2(c) are for strongly inelastic collisions,

Q ! 0.1. In Fig. 2(a) for model CD, where the rheology is
overdamped, z stays finite down to low !; the percolation
fraction remains fp > 0 down to similarly low !. The
reason for this is simple. For such strongly inelastic
collisions, the velocity difference of two colliding particles
decays to zero during the collision, and the particles remain
in contact. In Fig. 2(b) for model CDn, however, where the
rheology is in the inertial limit, z and fp drop rapidly to
zero as ! decreases below !J & 0.843; the drop sharpens
as _" decreases, suggesting that z, fp ! 0 for all ! < !J as
_" ! 0. Again, the reason is simple. Although the normal
component of the velocity difference decays to zero during
a collision, the tangential component remains finite and
causes the particles to move apart, breaking contact. In
Fig. 2(c) we show model CDt. Here, we see that z and fp
remain finite as ! decreases below !J, but they drop sharply
to zero at !' & 0.7; this marks the transition from the
inertial limit at ! < !' to the overdamped limit at ! > !',
as seen in Figs. 1(g) and 1(h). Finally, in Fig. 2(d) we show
model CD again, but now for the case of large Q ! 10
where inertial effects are important. We see a transition,
with z and fp dropping sharply to zero just below ! & 0.7,
marking the transition from Bagnoldian rheology at low
! to Newtonian rheology at high !, as seen in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d).
We can qualitatively explain the observed transitions

as follows. When the system is dilute, particles separate
whenever the total velocity difference of the colliding
particles is not damped to zero during the collision. This
occurs for model CDt (CDn) even in the strongly inelastic
limit of small Q, since the normal (tangential) component
of the velocity difference does not get damped at all. For
CD, it happens only at larger Q values when collisions are
less inelastic. For dense systems, however, many body
effects become important. At sufficiently dense !, normally
directed relative particle motion becomes energetically
prohibitive; it is a compressive motion that would induce
particle overlaps, and so is constrained by the dense particle
geometry. This is in contrast to tangential relative particle
motion that corresponds to a local shear deformation with
particles sliding around each other with minimal overlaps.
Thus, in CDn, where tangential relative motion is not
damped, particles continue to separate after collisions. But in
CDt and CD, where tangential relative motion is damped,
particles form clusters. Indeed, we find that for all models,
at densities 0.6" ! the relative motion of particles in contact
is almost always tangential, with the particles’ separation
ri " rj very nearly orthogonal to their relative motion vi " vj
(see the Supplemental Material [24]). A similar result was
found for the response of statically jammed packings to a
small shear deformation [26].
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FIG. 2 (color online). Average contact number z vs ! at
different strain rates _" for models (a) CD, (b) CDn, and (c)
CDt atQ ! 0.1 and (d) CD atQ ! 10. Insets show the fraction of
states fp with percolating connected clusters.
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To conclude, we have shown that the rheology of
soft-core frictionless disks is strongly dependent on the
specific form of the dissipative interaction. At dense !
in collisional models, tangential dissipation is crucial for
the particle clustering that gives Newtonian rheology.
Bagnoldian rheology results when particles separate after
collisions and the average contact number z ! 0. Sharp
transitions between Bagnoldian and Newtonian rheology
may exist as a function of particle density ! and the degree
of inelasticity of collisions as measured by Q. In the small
Q (small ms) regime of strongly inelastic collisions, the
rheology curves approach a limiting form in both the
overdamped and inertial cases that extends from the low
_" hard-core limit into the higher _" region where soft-core
effects are manifest.
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RELATIVE MOTION OF CONTACTS

To characterize the nature of the shear-induced parti-
cle collisions in our soft-core models, we consider a quan-
tity that we call the angle of contact θ. We define this as
the angle that the velocity difference vi −vj makes with
respect to the particle separation ri − rj for two parti-
cles in contact. In Fig. 1 we show plots of the histogram
P(θ) of the angle of contact θ for our different collisional
models. Figs. 1a, b, c are for models CD, CDn and CDt

respectively, in the strongly inelastic case of Q = 0.1.
Fig. 1d is for model CD in the weakly inelastic case of
Q = 10. We see that for all models, for the denser values
of φ � 0.6, P(θ) shows a strong peak at θ = −90◦, i.e.
we have primarily tangential relative motion at contacts.
There is essentially no normal relative motion at θ = 0,
except at low φ.
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FIG. 1. (color online) Histograms of the angle of contact θ
for (a) CD, (b) CDn, and (c) CDt at Q = 0.1, and (d) CD at
Q = 10. Only every fifth symbol is plotted for clarity. Inset
to (a) shows the definition of θ.

RHEOLOGICAL CURVES

In Fig. 1 of the main paper we presented plots of the
dimensionless elastic part of the pressure P el vs an ap-
proriate dimensionless strain rate γ̇τ0 or γ̇τe. The choice
of τ0 was used for systems with overdamped Newtonian
rheology at small Q, while τe was used for systems with

inertial Bagnoldian rheology at small Q, so that the data
for small Q collapses to a common curve in each case.
It is interesting to look at such rheology curves but now
plotted with the opposite choice for dimensionless strain
rate, i.e. where in Fig. 1 of the main paper we had plot-
ted vs γ̇τ0, here we plot vs γ̇τe, and vice versa. We show
such plots in Figs. 2 below. As should be expected, we
now no longer see any simplifying data collapses at any
values of Q.
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FIG. 2. (color online) Dimensionless pressure P el vs dimen-
sionless strain rate, γ̇τ0 or γ̇τe, for different values of Q for
the four dissipative models defined in the main paper. Left
hand column is for packing fraction φ = 0.60; right hand is for
φ = 0.82, close below jamming. For each value of Q, several
different choices of ms and kd were used.
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PARTICLE CLUSTERING IN MODEL RD

Our discussion of the relation between rheology and
clustering, as shown in Fig. 2 of the main article, was
limited to the collisional dissipation CD-models. Here we
discuss the situation for the reservoir dissipation model
RD.

Newtonian rheology results whenever the dissipative
term dominates over the kinetic term. For the CD-
models, where energy dissipation is due to binary particle
collisions, the strength of the dissipative term depends
on how long a given collision lasts (collision time is short
when particles separate after colliding, collision time is
long when particles stick together after colliding). For
RD, a particle’s energy dissipation is with respect to the
uniform sheared background, with which the particle is
always in contact. Hence the dissipative term never be-
comes negligible and we always have Newtonian rheology
at small γ̇.

The presence of Newtonian rheology in RD is thus not
necessarily related to particle clustering as it is for the
CD-models. Nevertheless we can still ask how the aver-
age contact number z and the percolation probability fp
vary with φ for model RD. We show these quantities in
Fig. 3 below, for several different strain rates γ̇ for the

overdamped case of Q = 0.1. We see that the contact
number z stays finite for all φ, with no strong depen-
dence on γ̇. Thus particles tend to remain in contact
with other particles, unlike the case when one has Bag-
nold scaling where z → 0 as γ̇ → 0. The percolation
probability stays roughly equal to unity above φ ≈ 0.6,
but then drops rapidly to zero below. Thus at low φ the
particles are in clusters, but the clusters do not perco-
late across the system. We do not yet understand if this
percolation transition in RD at φ ≈ 0.6 has any physical
consequences; it does not appear to effect the rheology.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Average contact number z vs φ at dif-
ferent strain rates γ̇ for model RD in the overdamped limit,
Q = 0.1. The inset shows the fraction of states fp with per-
colating connected clusters.


